Rx Pack - Campus.1917
The following corrections are included in Rx Packs for April and May 2019. Rx Packs contain a small number of critical cases to fix urgent issues, with delivery in an immediate time frame (e.g., the fix cannot wait for the next four week Release Pack).

It is recommended that customers apply all subsequent Release Packs immediately following Rx Packs. Doing so will benefit both customers and Infinite Campus when it comes to supporting the patch.

Rx Packs are cumulative; each Rx pack will automatically include all previous Rx packs within that release. These cases will also be included in the Campus.1921 pack unless otherwise noted.

Below is a list of all Rx Packs for Campus.1917 and the date of availability:

- Rx Pack Campus.1917.7 - Friday, May 31, 2019
- Rx Pack Campus.1917.6 - Thursday, May 9, 2019
- Rx Pack Campus.1917.5 - Tuesday, May 7, 2019
- Rx Pack Campus.1917.4 - Wednesday, May 1, 2019
- Rx Pack Campus.1917.3 - Friday, April 26, 2019
- Rx Pack Campus.1917.2 - Monday, April 22, 2019

### Rx Pack Campus.1917.7

**Academic Programs**

**On-Track Status for Grad Programs with CTE Requirements** *(SIS-127026)*

When Graduation Program Requirements included Career Tech Programs, the Calculate On-Track Status in Course Plan Admin was not correctly evaluating the Career Tech Program Requirements. This has been corrected.

*Path: Program Admin > Course Plan Admin*

### Rx Pack Campus.1917.6

**Finance**

**Invoice Entry Error Fixed** *(SIS-126540)*

Districts could not enter invoices for vendors who had purchasing and remit to addresses in different locations. This issue was fixed.

*Path: Finance > Accounts Payable > Processing > Invoice Processing > Invoice Entry*

### Localization - Massachusetts

**Massachusetts – SIF Messages Failing to Send Due to Timeout Error** *(SIS-126499)*

A bug was causing the SIF StudentSectionEnrollment object to timeout, preventing SIF messages from completing. This issue has been corrected.

*Path: No Specific Path*
Localization - Michigan

Michigan - Reading Deficiency Fields (SIS-126313)

The REading Deficiency Activities field has been removed from the Enrollments tab in favor of five checkboxes: Before School, During School, After School, Summer Program, and Other Allowable Grant Activities. Existing values have been converted. General Collection fields that report Reding Deficiency fields have been updated as well.

Path: Student Information > General > Enrollments > State Reporting Fields > Reading Deficiency Activities; MI State Reporting > MSDS Extracts > GC

Rx Pack Campus.1917.5

Campus Instruction

Multi-Post Grades (SIS-126031)

The Multi-Post Grades tool has been updated to improve performance. As part of this update, users must now select a Term to post grades, the "All" option is no longer available for terms.

Path: Campus Instruction > Post Grades > Multi-Post

Census

Mailing Label Report (SIS-124093)

The following modifications have been made to the Mailing Label Report:

- When generating Student labels, Non-household members who are marked as Mailing and Guardian print.
- When a student has no relationships records that are marked as Guardian and the report option of Include Guardian Name is marked, the student's name prints on the label.
- When generating Guardian labels, the active identity of guardians (when there may be multiple identity records) print.
- Only active relationship records that are marked as guardians print on a label.
- When including Guardian names on Student Labels, only those household members marked as Guardian are printed.
- When students have a household address that has a future end date, the label at that address prints until the day after the address end date.

Path: Census > Reports > Mailing Labels

Report Cards

Report Card - Conventional Report Card Attendance (SIS-126194)

The Attendance Summary on Standards-Based Report Cards and Conventional Report Cards prints attendance for a course/section for the selected term, regardless of the course/section meeting in another term not selected to report on the Report Card.

Path: System Administration > Preferences > Reports
Rx Pack Campus.1917.4

Campus Instruction

**Grade Book and OneRoster Errors** *(SIS-126468)*

This case addresses the error some teachers received when entering grades in the Grade Book. It also corrects the connection issue some districts experienced with the OneRoster API.

*Path: Campus Instruction > Grade Book*

Rx Pack Campus.1917.3

Academic Programs

**Academic Planning - Course Plan Performance** *(SIS-124471)*

Performance has been improved on the Course Plan tab when using complex Compound Requirements.

*Path: Student Information > Academic Planning > Course Plan*

Localization - California

**California - CALPADS Student Discipline Extract** *(SIS-125987)*

Field 20, Disciplinary Duration Days, was incorrectly doubling the duration days based on the number of events tied to the incident. This has been corrected. Days are counted for resolutions only when the event is associated with a suspension or expulsion.

Field 23, Removal to Interim Alternative Setting Reason Code, has been modified.

- When a student is not assigned a Program Code of 144, this field reports blank.
- When the State Resolution Code on the student's Resolution is 300, this field reports a value of 3 (No Removal).
- When the State Resolution Code is other than 300, the selected value reports.

*Path: CA State Reporting > CALPADS Student Discipline*

Localization - Indiana

**Indiana - TA (Test Accommodations) Update for Future Enrollments** *(SIS-126119)*

The TA report incorrectly excluded students if they had a future enrollment record when the Test Accommodations Start Date occurred during their prior enrollment. This issue was corrected.

*Path: IN State Reporting > TA*

Localization - Maryland

**Maryland - Early and End of Year Attendance Collections Update** *(SIS-126160)*

The Early and End of Year Attendance Collections was updated to improve performance and ensure the report completes in a timely manner.

*Path: MD State Reporting > Early and End of Year Attendance Collections*
Localization - Vermont

Vermont - Report Legal Identities Option Added to SLDS Submission Scheduler (SIS-126128)

Districts were receiving errors from the state because the SLDS Submission Scheduler was not including student data with Legal Identity information. To correct this issue, a new checkbox called "Report Legal Identities" was added to the SLDS Submission Scheduler. When this checkbox is marked, Legal Identity information reports.

Path: VT State Reporting > SLDS Submission Scheduling

Rx Pack Campus.1917.2

Schedule Wizard

Schedule Wizard - Course Planner No Auto Checkbox (SIS-123094)

The No Auto checkbox on the Course Planner (keeps course sections from being automatically built) was not staying marked. This has been corrected.

Path: Scheduling > Schedule Wizard > Trial Selection > Planning > Course Planner

Student Information

Student Summary - Toggle to Classic View, New View (SIS-126110)

Options to view the New Summary Tab and switch back to the classic Summary Tab now function correctly.

Path: Student Information > General > Summary

Localization - Michigan

Michigan – Ed-Fi State ID Tool Update (SIS-125912)

The State ID Tool has been updated to exclude enrollments associated with a school marked as Exclude.

Path: System Administration > Ed-Fi